
HYBRID X SOUNDS Vol.1 Virus TI Soundset
– manual shortcut  -

 ( full manual version available to customers only ) 



WELCOME

Hybrid X Sounds Vol.1 is the very new concept how to use Virus TI in a 

different way.

This time there's no single sounds but sequences/arpeggios programmed and 

ready to go. Everything is based on complex Sequences and LFO's work, very 

well synchronized. 

WHERE TO USE : 

Hybrid X Sounds Vol.1 is a collection of Sequences/Arpeggios designed for 

Minimal, Techno, Deep Techno, Progressive, Tech House,Progressive house,

Hard Techno, Progressive Trance. 

You can also use it your own way, no matter what kind of music you produce.

Most of producers are using the same sounds. I give you something that was 

not there before on Virus TI.
( The sale are the patches / settings for Virus TI )



More About

With theese patches the Virus TI once again surprise you and surely it will 

inspire you. 

Hybrid X Sounds Vol.1 that's over 190 patches ( 209 patches in DELUXE )

divided into two banks - BLACK and WHITE. 

Balck (contains 96 patches ) are rather bass heavy patches.

White  (contains 96 patches as well ) got several "melodic" 

Sequences/Arpeggios. Definately less bass kind of patches plus a synthetic 

drum/hat loop symulations. ( 17 more patches in DELUXE edition )

BLACK + WHITE  = ?
You can combine ( efficiently mix and match ) the Black patches with White.

1. This way you can get interesting results.

2. This way you get a lot more patches/sounds.

3. Sometimes the “Black” patch work nice with another “ Black” patch. 

Use it wisely :)



Technical issues 
The patches are very complex.

Depending on the sound , some patches require time to synchronization 

 ( load up ) with your DAW. 

Made originally at 4/4 ~ 120-137 bpm. 

Most patches are assigned to Soft Knobs which have a slight impact on sound.

EQ / tone / distortion / reverb etc.

     LFO interference destroys original patch mainly because they are based on LFOs.

How to properly play full Seq /  loop ? 



PATCH LIST v1.0

File Menagement
Drag the user patch library ( soundset ) , which comes as a MIDI file ( check 

the

VIRUS TI SOUNDSET folder – file ending with .mid ) into the following 

folder :

On MacOS X Library /Application Support /AccessMusic / VirusTI /Patches

On Windows C...My Documents /Access Music /Virus TI /Patches

Virus Control will recognize the new library next time you open it.

Run your DAW ( or Virus Control Center ) program like Logic, Cubase, Fl 

Studio and load the Virus TI as a VSTi . You will see those banks  on Virus TI

VST browser. 

( still you do not know how to do it ? Please check Virus TI manual )



About Us

ULTIMATE X SOUNDS created  in 2012.

Mainly music production and sound design for Music / Movies / Games.

Credits : 
To find out more go to www.ultimatexsounds.com

DETAILS

About : 192 patches

Format ; 2 x mid.

Hardware ; Access Virus TI / TI2 / Snow

Requirements: OS 5.0.3.00 and above

http://www.ultimatexsounds.com/
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